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DedicationS

To Our Sons
William Terrell Hoston Jr.

&
Adisa Terrence Taylor-Addo

The moral epicenter of our lives

We will teach the two of you that love is a beautiful emotion
   It overlooks imperfections and hides flaws

We will teach the two of you that love will never forsake you
   It will only cast aside the things that do not have purpose

We will teach the two of you that love sees no color
It will, in spite of this, try to define you

Most importantly,
We will teach the two of you that love can be masculine

It can be expressive, without compromise
It can be compassionate, without regret

And both of you will need love’s full breadth
To live this life with purpose
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Introduction
Dear Trump Supporters

William T. Hoston

1

Dear Trump Supporters,

Greetings.  I hope this letter of acknowledgment finds you doing well and 
living a deplorable life—in an encouraging and confident type of way.  For 
months I have been thinking of ways to best frame this letter.  During this 
framing process, several thoughts came to mind:

(1) There is no need to attack people who voted for President 
Trump and wage a verbal war.  I do not want my words to wage 
war, because that “is good for absolutely nothing.”1  Unlike others, 
I do not believe that voting for Trump correlates to supporting all 
of his actions, forms of behaviors, and discriminatory and racist 
rhetoric. In a literary piece later in this book titled, “My Son’s 
White Uncles,” structured around three of my White male best 
friends, I discuss our friendship in relation to the fight against 
racism. Two of them voted for Trump.  Despite their vote choice, 
I would like to believe that there is still good, non-discriminato-
ry energy within their hearts and souls. As a true friend, I naive-
ly refuse to group them with the White supremacists who voted 
for Trump, and those who seek to debunk the Trump labeled 
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redacted ‘Crazy Mueller Report,’2 a document that exposed his 
collusion with Russia to win the 2016 presidential election and 
unpresidential acts as Commander-in-Chief.3

(2) If I framed a compelling letter and/or story about the peace-
ful intent of this gesture, would loyal Republicans, staunch 
Trump supporters, semi-Trump supporters, #MAGA zealots, 
and White nationalists read the words from a useful place or 
resist the words on the page? Honestly, if I had the listening ear 
of a Trump supporter, what would I say? How could the words 
be said, in an existential way, to avoid participating in racial 
interlocution—the act of engaging in dialogue to appease the 
misconceptions had by White Americans? 

(3) Last, why in the world would a Trump supporter pick up 
this book and read it?  Trump’s presence reinforced White iden-
tity to the masses, and this book is situating the White identity 
to argue that other racial and ethnic minorities should be al-
lowed to live a life free of White privileged influence.  Specif-
ically, he re-centered the White male identity amongst a fluid 
and expanding minority landscape.  Social justice warriors were 
(and still are) calling for Black lives to matter, LGBTQIA lives to 
matter, immigrant lives to matter, and women’s lives to matter, 
and Trump re-centered White males to feel again very White 
and very male when we already knew that White male privilege 
was ostensibly indestructible and that White male lives have 
historically mattered most in this country.

In this far-reaching process to pen the right letter to you, Trump Supporters, 
I first sat down at my laptop dressed in a tan suit with my birth certificate in 
front of me trying to conjure my thoughts. I typed roughly 650 words be-
fore I hit the delete button.  I knew prior to this process, words like “Hope” 
and “Change” were not going to be convincing.  Neither of these terms 
of endearment were going to be endearing to your current perception of 
American society and culture.  Plus, many of you believe that the guy in the 
tan suit, former President Barack H. Obama, did not have a transformative 
effect on America, but rather, destroyed this “land that [you] love.”4  As we 
know, Trump is attempting to systematically demolish whatever is left of 
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the Obama legacy.  And with this underpinning thought, I want my energy 
to be fixed in a different place. 

Just for the record, maybe this letter would not be needed if the Obama 
Administration had in 2014 counteracted Russia’s efforts, with the help of 
Felix Henry Sater, to compromise the American democracy. The Obama 
Administration had confidential knowledge of Russia’s efforts according to 
The Mueller Report,5 which could have given Hillary R. Clinton even more 
electoral support, but the Administration played Russian roulette with an 
already flawed democracy, and that decision shot us all in the proverbial foot.  

Next, I thought of taking the romantic approach to writing this letter.  Here 
are some examples: (1) “Roses are red, Violets are blue, Trump is racist, 
Are you racist, too?”  Again, I hit the delete button. (2) “I love you because 
we are all human beings.  Please correct the errors of your voting ways in 
2020.”  Again, I hit the delete button. (3) “We both are blessed to be able to 
live in such a beautiful world together; let us not take part in racist acts and 
gestures. Our goal as humans is to love everyone.” Again, I hit the delete 
button.  The more I typed, the more I was becoming what I was attempting 
to avoid: A racial interlocutor.  

After that, I tried taking the creative approach with metaphors to promote 
understanding.  For some examples: (1) “The world is a zoo, let us tame 
the zoo-keeper.”  Again, I hit the delete button.  At one point, I thought 
that I had come up with a perfect metaphor to write to you, Trump Sup-
porters, to appropriately convey my sentiments about his presidency.  
(2) An example like this, “His words are like bullets, and since his presiden-
cy, he has shot a lot of innocent victims.”  I quickly realized this metaphor 
fell short because Trump has already stated he “[C]ould stand in the middle 
of Fifth Avenue and shoot somebody and [he] wouldn’t lose any voters.”6 
(3) This last example I saw from an Internet meme and paraphrased: “Your 
leader, Donald J. Trump, is a self-made billionaire (#BillionDollarLoser); 
however, he has not released his taxes to the American people.  Your leader, 
Donald J. Trump, is a born genius; however, the world has never seen his 
Mensa score or grades.”  Each of these forms of metaphoric-paradoxical 
statements rings true; however, according to Friedrich Nietzsche, “Truth 
and lies are often lost in the non-moral mind.” 
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Between breaks to think about the conceived meaningful-or-meaningless 
impact of such a letter, I tried to convince myself that the exercise of this 
letter was not a waste of time.  This letter is from the heart.  Therefore, I need 
it to be presented as aesthetically relevant and not a mere exercise in futility. 

A personal conflict, which developed in crafting this letter, was that I need-
ed to be able to explain one day to my Black-Brown son why two of his 
White uncles felt duty-bound to vote for Trump, but as well, they love him 
unconditionally.  As I stated, I do not believe that voting for Trump cor-
relates to malicious intent; however, as the old adage states, “the road to 
hell is paved with good intentions.” They saw the good in Trump.  Now, I 
hope they can see the bad in him as well.  

Their Black-Brown nephew, politically and socially defined as African- 
American and Mexican-American, needs to be able to comprehend how 
a single action of a collective body of people, despite their intentions, has 
worsened the world his now four-year-old life was born into.  My son was 
conceived when our country was clinging onto the presidential slogan 
“Forward,” and now I have to explain to him that we are going “Backwards.” 

In front of my son, I am strong.  On the contrary, when I lay my head to rest 
at night, awake in the morning, and view my Twitter feed, I am worried 
like millions of other people that a 5:30 a.m. tweet by President Trump has 
placed the United States of America (USA) and my family in harms way, 
and two of my son’s White uncles contributed to this state of emergency.  
Although recent studies have shown that his tweets are losing potency,7 we 
are not overreaching to conclude that one single tweet could potentially 
lead to World War III.

If my White friends were to vote for Trump again, then they have dou-
bled down, which would make me think our friendship was a mere bluff.  
My son’s White uncles were hiding from open view their commitment to 
White privilege.   Yet, the 14-year-old me, my age when we met, talks to 
the 45-year-old me about the value of our 31 year old friendship.  Because 
of their vote choice, our friendship now lives in a complicated, but loving 
place—a place where their White privilege met the reality of the White 
American society and culture we live in.  So for the moment, I sit quiet and 
alone with our past Black and White memories and then continue to write 
on behalf of my multi-racial son who loves his uncles.
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Trump Supporters, please bear with me.  I am sitting here trying to write 
this letter to the resistance of those who ask, Why is such a letter necessary?  
I say to them, as I am saying to you, such a dialogue is essential in the 
declarative ideal that “When two enemies are talking, they are not fighting.” 

We are beyond the midway point of Trump’s first term and embarking 
upon the 2020 presidential election.  I believe, at this point, it is safe to 
infer that even if you may believe he is not racist, misogynist, sexist, or 
xenophobic, it is hard to deny that Trump does not play to people’s worst 
instincts.  Moreover, he has failed on his guaranteed campaign promises 
and told more remarkable lies, 22 a day, than any other president in U.S. 
history.8  In fact, The Washington Post, along with other news outlets, have 
reported that Trump has surpassed a milestone of 10,000 lies.9  He does not 
honor the moral and ethical value in telling the truth.  None of this equates 
to a man who the American people should have elected to the Oval Office, 
but here we are—in between the lines of this letter—trying to talk in com-
mon sense terms. 

During this moment in U.S. history, that has changed the world in a very 
significant way, the last thing I want to do is to waste this space and not say 
anything substantive to bridge the gap between those who support Trump 
and those who want what is best for this country.  Nonetheless, after sitting 
here, I had to ask myself once more, this reflective question:  What can 
anyone possibly say to a Trump supporter to get them to realize that he 
is bad for America?  The answer is, “Nothing, which does not come with 
a trade-off.”  Trump is running the country like his failed businesses—a 
business model doomed to fail—structured with self-serving people and 
family members.  He is a “Me,” “Me,” “Me” president, which is a stark con-
trast, from the supposed “We the People” principles of this nation.  

With all due respect, Trump Supporters, most of you are led on a path of 
blind faith, especially White working-class and poor people who continue 
to support his Administration.  Jonathan Metzl (2019), in his text, Dying of 
Whiteness, argues that Trump’s election and presence has a profound neg-
ative impact for working-class White communities.  In general, the most 
loyal supporters of Trump use their White fragility to dispute their White 
privilege and believe that diversity, even without inclusion, is synonymous 
with reverse racism and White genocide—all while worshipping the prom-
ise of White supremacy.  The other half, White college-educated and the  
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estimated 53 percent of White women, who both voted for Trump seem-
ingly against their own interests, represent an inexplicable body of the 
American electorate.  The only tangible things that bond these two groups 
together are the pledge of Whiteness, and the traditional marriage to patri-
archy and its offspring.  

Despite this reality, I want to think there is goodness in you, Trump Sup-
porters.  For God’s sake, my son’s White uncles are a part of the latter half.  
Thus, in an attempt to understand better the supporters of Trump who I 
know personally, I have borrowed from WEB DuBois’s (1903, p.45) inter-
pretation of “warring souls” and applied it to Whiteness.  Maybe this group 
of Trump supporters living between the margins can be described as:  

One who feels that their twoness—an American, a White cis-
gender heterosexual who has experienced privilege since birth; 
two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two war-
ring ideals in one White body—to exercise their God-given 
privilege and foster an American society and culture where 
equality and equity remains in their favor.

The significant difference in the application for the supporters of Trump 
is that they do not have, according to DuBois, to deal with the realism of 
subsisting between White America and Black America in one dark body 
attempting for them to preserve both their societal and cultural identity.  
Nonetheless, in your mind, Trump Supporters, which is similar in some 
ways to DuBois’s application of “warring souls,” you believe that President 
Trump’s election and presence is desperately needed to help you preserve 
both your societal and cultural identity to remain relevant in the changing 
landscape of the American demographic.  This fallacy, however, is unequiv-
ocally not true because White supremacy will always keep all White people 
in the USA germane to its oppressive system. But what put your soul at war, 
Trump Supporters, was the thought of losing this level of supremacy.   

I would hate for you, Trump Supporters, or my dear friends, to believe this 
flawed perspective.  Institutional and systemic discrimination and rac-
ism will continue to foster an environment where the majority of White 
members within American society have the ability to obtain a hierarchical 
position of status to the end of time.  Any other repositioning of this sig-
nals fragility and the weakening of the White psyche as racial and ethnic  
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minorities continue to make only marginal progress at best in the con-
tinuum of White American history.  Several years ago, you entered into 
an intersection of history in which you were unfamiliar and became dis-
enchanted.  However, 400 years is greater than eight years by any White 
metric of equality.  

Trump Supporters, in general, at the core of the divisions within this so-
called great nation, regardless of the political identities bestowed upon us, 
we are all human beings.  Each human should be treated with dignity and 
respect.  Humanity, itself, is not a possessive entity for one group to own 
over another group.    We, as the USA, will not revert back to a time of 
masters and slaves, and the deliberate marking of the ‘Haves’ and ‘Have-
Nots.’  These are groupings that I know continue to be real and exist, but 
the utopia at the tips of my fingers will not allow me to write otherwise.    
The impetuous of our progress as a society and culture must continue to 
center on this idea and not be compromised or belabored to maintain one 
authoritative power. The Trump Administration, with your help, is endeav-
oring to keep such a power to the supreme end. 

I consider this letter of acknowledgment to be critical dialogue on paper 
with the understanding that the goal is to reach a mutual understanding 
and agree to a universal truth: President Donald J. Trump is bad for Amer-
ica.  Trump Supporters, the last two years of his presidency has brought me 
to this conclusion.  I know many of you will disagree.  However, for those 
who disagree, it is difficult for the rest of us to peer into your world.  I liken 
your loyalty to Trump to this operating theory:  Your questioning ‘IF’ Presi-
dent Donald J. Trump is bad for America is like a child on a merry-go-round 
waving at his or her parents each time around experiencing a nostalgic feeling 
of happiness ostensibly with cause—that cause is for you to maintain White-
ness and closeness—that revolves around a fixed center—a feeling you believe 
had passed you by—and his presence as the leader of the free world gives you 
the opportunity to continue the merry-go-round ride. This is a ride that you 
know should end, but the perceived benefits outweigh the costs.  

Trump Supporters, no other level of cognitive dissonance can explain the 
determined ignorance and loyalty you have to a person who has exhibited 
hateful, racist speech and malicious actions in the Oval Office. There can-
not be a massive empathy void on your part.  Approximately two-thirds 
of voters (64%) in a 2016 exit poll said Trump was neither “honest nor 
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trustworthy,” and yet, somehow, within that group, 20 percent voted for 
him.10  If you did not consider him to be neither “honest nor trustworthy,” 
what is your fascination with his presence in the Oval Office?  The answer 
has to be: The restoration of the White male identity in the Oval Office and 
its patriarchal gravitational pull.  

From June 16, 2015, the day of Trump’s presidential announcement, to 
present, he has misled you, Trump Supporters, down a path of blind faith 
with no ground plan to return.  So even if you walk back your loyalty to 
him, many miles have already been logged. However, having said this, I 
pray that the walk back is safe.  Those of us in the fight for equality and 
equity need you to walk with us in the not too distant future as the large 
field of candidates in the presidential primary make a political push to vote 
out Trump from the Oval Office and remedy an America that desperately 
needs healing.  

To end this letter to the supporters of President Donald J. Trump, I want 
to tell you emphatically that there is circular poetry in those on the Right 
willing to do the right thing.  I hope this letter moves you from Right to Left 
to the Center, eager to re-center this great nation for the common good.  If 
you love this country, then you must help to unseat President Trump.  For 
it and he cannot coexist in harmony.  

P.S. Trump Supporters, if it is not too much trouble, please bring my son’s 
White uncles back with you.

Respectfully,

William T. Hoston 

William T. Hoston, P.ray h.ard D.aily 
Professor of Political Science 
Prairie View A&M University


